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SCRIPT:

00:00:06 – 00:00:09
Noise- This is Ianeti village of Samtredia municipality

icharaqashvili@gmail.com

00:00:12 – 00:00:19
Noise - I work here already for two years, I carry gravel
00:00:21- 00:00:51
Text - We were accompanied by Shmagi Gogoladze at Sand quarry of Ianeti village.
Experienced driver has been working for the Chinese company “Sinohydro” since 2011.
He started working for the road construction of Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road two
years ago, but he has stopped operating his truck a month ago. The reason of the
mentioned decision appeared to be poor salary and unfriendly relations from the side
of the Chinese company.
00:00:52 – 00:01:03
Shmagi Gogoladze - They already started to cheat by means of calculation machines.
Cubic meters weighs 1 ton and 800 kilograms. For each day they calculated that we
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carry 2 tons and 200 kilograms. In each cubic meters they cheat and do not weigh 400
kilograms.
00:01:05 – 00:01:15
text- This was the issue which was raised several months ago by our hero along with
his co-workers. 250 people were on strike who demanded their payments and rightful
weighing of the cargo transported by them.
00:01:15 – 00:01:26
Shmagi Gogoladze - They cheat on mileage, cubic meters, weighing-machine and even
have some complains to our direction.

Interview 2- We do not plan to open the road till our payments are received and until
Chinese company starts to weigh the transported cargo rightfully.
00:01:27 – 00:02:00
text - When our crew arrived in Ianeti village and met Shmagi Gogoladze, the workers
were on strike already for 2 months. We found that situation did not change. Shmagti
has been carrying out 2-3 cruises and has been earning only 250-300 GEL. However,
because the truck carries the cargo which access the limits of the permitted weight,
the vehicle is often out of order and needs repair, which also increases expenditures.
00:02:00 – 00:02:28
Shmagi Gogoladze - 300 GEL is nothing when working on a big trick. We only received
300 GEL. The rest of the sum is needed for petrol and 38% of the salary belongs to the
government. The loaded truck weighs up to 13 tons and we carry cargos that amounts
to 70-75 tons. The truck is transporting cargos on the verge of its endurance. It often
breaks down. They calculated 24 in 37 cubic meters and this way they steal 6-7 cubic
meters from us.
00:02:31 – 00:02:53
text - This is the calculation machine which was the subject of our discussion with the
driver. The calculation machine shows 57 769 kilograms when loaded out of which, 17
tons is the weight of the truck while 40 tons is the net cargo, which is a gravel. The
driver of the mentioned vehicle refused to comment, but during private conversation
the driver acknowledges that the carried cargo substantially exceeds the permitted
limit.
0:02:57 – 00:04:23
Ruslan Aleksidze – lawyer at “Young Lawyers” non-governmental organization - The
cargo carried by the truck is 1800 kg in each cubic meter, while “Sinohydro” company
indicates that 2 tons and 200 kilograms should be calculated. On the average, drivers
transport 57 769 kg of gravel. If we take into consideration the weight pointed by the
drivers, the weight of cargo will be 22 cubic meters which amounts to 211 GEL. In case
if driver agrees to calculation offered by the company, they will receive only 178 GEL
for 18 cubic meters instead of 22. In the given situation the missing sum amounts to 40
GEL per each transportation. Considering the fact that drivers conduct 3-4
transportations per day, at the end of the working day, they suffer financial damage in
the mount of 120-160 GEL. This financial damage is caused to a single truck, but there
are 50 other trucks that work in the company and if we calculated the financial loss
sustained by entire car fleet per day, the results will show that financial damage
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amounts to 8000 GEL per day. The company is ill-treating the drivers and deprives
them of earned salary.
00:04:24 – 00:04:50
text - Gravel needed for construction of Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road is extracted
from 5 sand quarries. At Ianeti sand quarry 50-60 trucks work on the daily basis, but
their numbers are often decreased. As drivers say, the trucks are often out of order
because they carry more weight than permitted.
00:04:50 – 00:05:06
Secretly recorded video footage - There are various number of trucks on quarry. It
depends on the endurance of the vehicle some of them are frequently out of order
and stop working.
00:05:07 – 00:05:49
text - The mentioned facts are happening on the construction site of SamtrediaGrigoleti bypass road sector. The announced tender on road sector with the length of
18,5 kilometer was won by the Chinese company “Sinohydro”. 9 bridges are planned
to be constructed on the mentioned sector and three traffic knots as well as 76
Rectangular pipes. According to the agreement, the construction period was supposed
to be completed in 30 months. However, as you can see, the process in not over yet,
where only gravel pressing operation is fulfilled, when the deadline for road
construction ended in May.
00:05:51 – 00:06:12
standup - After being loaded on Ianeti village quarry, they cover 60 km distance and
end up here. They are unloaded on this point and from this point, Chinese company is
using the gravel for the road construction.
00:06:17 – 00:06:44
text -Due to the illegal activities of the Chinese company not only drivers have been
caused financial damage. “Sinohydro” company’s activities are well-remembered at
the Georgian Trade Union. Lavrenti Alania told us that the conflict between the
company and employed people aroused from the very beginning, when the company
was constructing Kobuleti bypass road in 2010. Defender of the employed people
states that similar violations were recorded on other objects as well.
00:06:45 –00:07:24
Lavrenti Alania - Chairman of Georgian Trade and Road Workers Trade Union- First
strike of people working on Kobuleti bypass road was initiated by those workers who
were paving road with concrete and those who worked on welding. Then there was
Kvishkheti incident. This company was literally ignoring the law on labor. “Sinohydro”
ignored Georgian constitution because they had their own “rules”.
00:07:25- 00:07:42
text - After constructing Kobuleti bypass road, they won tender for construction two
road sectors on Rustavi-Tbilisi highway in 2014 worth of 89 million GEL. The project
belonged to the fund for municipal development.
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00:07:42 – 00:08:08
Lavrenti Alania - Chairman of Georgian Trade and Road Workers Trade Union - The
same management and people were running the works. The conflict aroused on the
very first day between company and employed people. The construction started with a
solemn ceremony but the same thing happened that took place in Kvishkheti. Chinese
employers humiliated their employees, our citizens.
00:08:09 – 00:08:56
Text - The same violations were recorded on this sector as well. The company
completed construction but there were substantial violations in their work. Despite
the given promise, the Chinese company did not make any repair works on Rustavi
highway, thus the highway operates with serious flaws up to date. After operating in
Georgia for the five-year period, and despite numerous violations and strikes, in 2015,
the mentioned Chinese company still manages to win tendet announced for the
construction of Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road. Along with Georgian Trade and Road
Workers Trade Union, the activities held by the Chinese company in 2013-2017 years is
also studied by the “Young Lawyers “organization.
00:08:87 – 00:09:90
Archil Kaikatsishvili – head of “Young Lawyers” organization - “We retrieved all
documentation from the state agencies regarding the activities held by the Chinese
company “Sinohydro” and we came to the idea that activities of the company held in
Georgia are illegal. Some of the works fulfilled by them are non-transparent. We
suspect that state agencies are making illegal deals with the company which in our
opinion contains signs of corruption.
00:09:93 – 00:10:04
text - The report also indicates that several changes were made to the construction
project of Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road. The study reports that because of the fact
that some of the road sections were planned to be implemented on swampy places,
the project envisaged the construction of stone pillars, however the pillars were later
replaced by cheaper alternative. Road engineer Davit Burduladze explains that this was
the wrong decision and that it would be negatively reflected on the road quality.
00:10:05 – 00:10:56
Davit Burduladze – Professor of Georghian Technical University, road engineer I
think that the decision was made wrongly, considering the specifics of SamtrediaGrigolety by pass road. At the first stage, stone pillars were planned to be
implemented on the site, which was a reasonable decision that would give us 100%
guarantee of the quality road. Other alternatives would soak in the water and pull in
out on the surface, but in this region the water flows regularly and other alternatives
would be inefficient. They switched to a cheaper alternative which appeared to be
unsuccessful. New don’t have any good results so far.
00:10:59 –00:11:33
text - Along with violations detected during the road construction process, the damage
caused to the environment is being calculated in environment protection monitoring
department. Main inspector tells us that more than 40 protocols of violation were
filled against “Sinehydro” company. Violations differ by the character, starting from
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failing to present payment documentation to failing to re-cultivate mineral extraction
site and etc. 20 protocols were filled that contain violations of the criminal character.
Neli Korkodatze states that despite the mentioned violations, the company continued
its operation with the same illegal activities.
00:11:35- 00:12:14
Neli Korkotadze - Deputy Head of Environmental Supervision Department. Chief
State Inspector
The violations filled against the company can reach 2 million GEL. The violations were
not recorded on a single work site but similar violations occurred in various operating
spots. When a company is spotted in illegal behavior or violating the rules, it is
surprising how they manage to participate and win tenders. If we don’t change the
acting legislation, if the tender conditions will not be directed to the environment
protection, then such companies will always win. If the company is distinguished by
shady past, there should be some specification included in the tender conditions.
00:12:16 – 00:12:26
text - “Young Lawyers” organization representatives state that due to the operation of
“Sinohydro” in Georgia, the former leadership of the Ministry of Infrastructure had to
be dismissed from their posts.
00:12:28 – 00:13:17
Archil Kaikatsishvili – head of “Young Lawyers” organization - Minister Alavidzes’s
post was claimed by the mentioned Chinese company. He was replaced by Maia
Tskitishvili, who is the former head of government administration and person in close
relations with the ruling party who dismissed the head of Roads Department firsthand.
This political decision and moves indicate that there indeed are doubts of legal,
corruption and financial character. Thus we will closely monitor their activities in the
future.
00:13:19 – 00:13:37
text- The disagreement between the Chinese company and Department of Roads did
not end on that point. Deputies of Giorgi Setiuridze rotated to the private companies
that won tenders during their employment at the Ministry.
00:13:38 – 00:14:19
graphic: Zaza Simonia - After the deputy director of the department of roads left the
position, SINOHYDRO Corporation Limited still continues its operation in Georgia.
Irakli Khergiani – is employed at Doha consultin engineers Co Ltd. The mentioned
company is supervising construction of Tbilisi-Rustavi and Kobuleti bypass roads and
conducts construction of 10 secondary roads in the country and supervises
SINOHYDRO Corporation activities.
Zaza Simonia and Irakli Khergiani-both of them were members of the commission
which made decisions in favor of Chinese company and helped them win the tender.
Givi CHochia - Continues his operation at Turkish company „POLAT YOL & MAPA which
conducted construction works of Batumi bypass road.
00:14:20 – 00:14:35
text - Such relations between the state officials and private companies indicate that
there are signs of corruption. On the other hand, the researcher of Transparency
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International Georgia, indicates that there are changes necessary to be made in the
law "On Conflict of Interest and Corruption in Public Institutions".
00:14:36 - 00:14:54
Lasha Senashvili – analyst of Transparency International Georgia- The risks are
always high, when such a big number of officials switched from government to private
sector and get employed in the companies which won tenders of the agencies where
the mentioned officials were previously employed. In such circumstances there is
always a doubt that officials misused their authorities.
00:14:56 – 00:15:39
text - After appointment of the new Minister and other high-up officials it is
interesting to know what are government’s plans, whether it has started investigation
of corruption deals, whether the cooperation with the Chinese company continues or
not. With this questions we contacted Ministry of Infrastructure and Department of
Roads. After two weeks of waiting Department of Roads refused to comment, however
we managed to receive comment of the Minister of Infrastructure, who stated that
journalists were dramatizing the issues connected to the Chinese company.
00:15:39 – 00:16:02
Maia Tskitishvili – Minister of Infrastructure and regional Development - Sinehydro is
a contractor which has some delays on Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road construction
but the mentioned company completed Kobuleti road construction on time. We hope
that with our assistance company is capable of completing the project. That’s why I
would not dramatize the subject.
00:16:04 -00:16:23
text- In the report story respondents point at numerous violations committed by
Sinohydro. For the response we contacted the Chinese company. After telephone
conversations that lasted for weeks and private meetings, the company still refused to
comment on the subject and accusations of our respondents remained unanswered.
00:06:27 -00:16:37
!"#$!% - Sinohydro’s violations are very common not only in Georgia, but in other
countries including our neighbors.
00:16:38 – 00:17:13
text
Development fund of Africa has exposed Sinohydro in illegal deals and included the
company in the “Black List”. It was established that Chinese company illegally
appropriated budget funds. Company has also problems in Armenia where it is
constructing North-western highway. Representatives of the Armenian government
have warned the company management multiple times with regard to the quality of
the implemented work and prohibited the company from continuing the operation
till the elimination of the recorded defects. After Armenia, the government of
Kirgizia accused the Chinese company in arranging illegal waste sites.
00:17:14 – 00:17:32
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text - What is the deadline of Samtredi-Grigoleti road construction, will the
construction be continued by the Chinese company and whether the mentioned
company will win another tenter in Georgia, is yet unknown. But one fact is already
well-known, the deadline for road construction of this sector was postponed from
autumn till 2019.
00:17:34 – 00:17:50
text- Shmagi Gogoladze who was employed in Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road
construction, was dismissed from the job in the process of film production.

SHOTLIST:

Ianeti village
Samtredia municipality
Samtredia-Grigoleti bypass road
Kobuleti bypass road
Kvishkheti
Tbilisi-Rustavi bypass
Chinese company “Sinohydro”
Tbilisi

SCRIPT:
(Original language)

00:00:06 – 00:00:09
&'(% - !" #$%" "#&'$!(%%" &)*%+%,#-%'!'% "./!-% %#*!0%
00:00:12 – 00:00:19
&'(% - .$% 1!-%# 2&)3#.4. 2!5%(!4% 6$!3"
00:00:21- 00:00:51
!"#$!% - "#&'$!(%%" &)*%+%,#-%'!'%" "./!- %#*!0%" 72%3%"
8#$%!$5! &!95)$.4# 3&#9% 9.9.-#:!& 9#92%1%#. 9#&.+(%-%
&:;.-%, <%*)$ 8.,&#*%# "%*.=%($."0#* 2011 1-%(#* &)3#.4#",
6.-. "#&'$!(%#-9$%9.-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &!-2 -.'%"
&3!*!4-.4#5! 2 1-%" 1%* (#"#7&(#. 0)&+# )82! !$0% 02!#,
"#8)0#$% "#'2%$0. #2'.&.4%-% 9#<!$!4)-% =>#2". #&%" &%5!5#(
8.&,#*%%" &6$%(#* #$#8!0%-"%*(%"%!$ (#&.8%(!4)-!4#"# (#
(#4#- #*#5;#)$!4#" #"#6!-!4".
00:00:52 – 00:01:03
&()*% *+*+,)-" - )82! (#%1>!" "#"1.$!4%0 &.'>)!4#.
8)4%8)-.&!'$% #$%" '.*# 800 8%-.9$#&%. (;!" 92%02-%#* 2
'.*# 200 89-&. >.2!- 8.4)$&!'$3% 400 89. 5!(&!'#( &%(%".
00:01:05 – 00:01:15
!"#$!% - "1.$!( #&#"2! #,$.'!"'!4(# <2!*% 9&%$% "62# &:;.-!40#*
!$0#( $#&(!*%&! 02%" 1%*. 250 9#/%+)-% 8)02*%- #*#5;#)$!4#"
(# 9#(#5%()-% '2%$0%" "1.$ #;$%+6#2" %06.2(#.
00:01:15 – 00:01:26
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&()*% *+*+,)-" - 8%-.&!'$#?3% 92#'>)!4!*, 8)4#')$#3%,
"#"1.$3%, 9#(&.(%#* %!$%35!.
$%./+.% 2 - "#*#& 6!-/#"!4" (# 8)4#')$.4#" #$ 9#&.#"1.$!4!*,
&#*#&(! 95#" #$ 9#26"*%0.
00:01:27 – 00:02:00
!"#$!% - #& 9#/%+2%(#* !$0 02!5! &!'% %>. 9#")-% $.+# <2!*%
9#(#&;!4% @9)/% "./!- %#*!03% <#2%(# (# 3&#9% 9.9.-#:!"
3!62(#. #;&.<*(# $.& &(9.&#$!.4# 0%07&%" )+2-!-% %>.. 3&#9%
"62# &:;.-!4%" &"9#2"#( (;!3% 3-4 $!%"" #8!0!4" (# &%"%
3!&."#2#-% 250 -300 -#$%#, 0)&+# %&%" 9#&. $.& "#'2%$0.0%
%&#5! &!' 72#-;.$;" !5%(!4#, 2%($! #2'&#*7#*%" &1#$&.!4!-%
7#$6*%" &%!$## *!4#(#$0)-%#, &#*7#*# 63%$#( )/)A(!4# (#
6#$@%+ &!'%#.
00:02:00 – 00:02:28
&()*% *+*+,)-" - (%( &#*7#*#5! 300 -#$% #$#/!$% #$ #$%". 300
-#$% 92$<!4.(# ")/0#(. (#*#$<!*% "#12#2" "A!$(!4#, #"!2! 38 %
&%#72" &0#2$.4#". (#'2%$0)-% &#*7#*# 9#&.(%" 13 '.*#5! &!'%.
#(%" 70-75 '.*#&(!. &#*7#*# "#*#& 9#):-!4" (##72" '2%$0%, $.+#
2!;#$ 9#):-!4", /)A(!4#. 37 8)4)$ &!'$3% 24 -" #*9#$%3.4!*. !.% 6-7
8)4% )82! &.,#$)-%#.
00:02:31 – 00:02:53
!"#$!% - !" "1.$!( %" "#"1.$%# $.&!-5!+ <2!*% $!,.$'#?%" 9&%$%
"#)4$.4". "#"1.$%" <2!*!4# 57 769 89-%# . #7!(#* 17 '.*# &#*7#*%"
1.*## , 6.-. 40 '.*#5! &!'% 72#-;.$;%". #2'.&.4%-%" &:;.-%
$.&!-&#+ "#'!-!2%5%. %*'!$2%)5! )#$% 92%06$# ,%$#(
"#)4#$3% 92!)4*!4# $.& '2%$0%" !" $#.(!*.4# *!4#(#$0)-"
&*%32*!-.2*#( #;!&#'!4#.
0:02:57 – 00:04:23
/'$,). ),"#$%-" - )/)$)(0)1/+2+ +/*).%3)4%) „)5),*)3/6)
)61+7)!"2%$“ (0)1)/% %'/%$!%. - &:;.-!4%" &%!$ 9#(#'#*%-%
&#"#-# 1 8)4)$ &!'$3% 3!#(9!*" 1 800 89-", 6.-. 8,&#*%#
"%*.=%($. &%)0%0!4" $.& 1 8)4)$ &!'$3% %*!$')-% &#"#-#
)*(# 2%#*9#$%3.0 2 '.*# (# 200 89. "#3)#-.( &:;.-!4% (;!3% 57
769 89 %*!$')- &#"#-#" !5%(!4%#*. 0) <2!* &%!$ &:;.-!4%" &%!$
9#02#-%"1%*!4)- &.+)-.4#" #2%;!40, &#3%* &#0 &%!$
9#(#5%()-% '2%$0% %7*!4# 22 8)4%, $.&!-%+ 211 -#$%"
;%$!4)-!4%"##. %& 3!&062!2#3% 0) <2!* #2%;!40 8.&,#*%%" &%!$
(##*9#$%3!4)- &.+)-.4#" &%2%;!40 18 8)4" (# 0#*6.4$%2#(
#%"#6!4# $.9.$+ 178 -#$%. &.+!&)- 3!&062!2#3% "62#.4# #$%" 40
-#$%, @&#3%, (;%" 9#*&#2-.4#3%, $#(9#* 4 $!%"% &#%*+ "$)-(!4#,
!" #$%" 120-160 -#$%" (#*#8-%"%. !" &6.-.( !$0 &#*7#*#5#, &#9$#&
50 &#*7#*## %7 (#"#7&!4)-% 0) <2!* 3!2#@#&!40, 50 &#*7#*# - !" #$%"
8000 -#$%" (#*#8-%"% (# &%)0%0!4" $.& 8.&,#*%# #&%0
"#$9!4-.4" (# #;*%3*)- 0#*6!&4" )"#/):2-.( &%%02-%".
00:04:24 – 00:04:50
!"#$!% - "#&'$!(%# 9$%9.-!0%" &#9%"'$#-%" &3!*!4-.4%"02%"
"#A%$. &#"#-#" 5 8#$%!$5! &.%,.2!4!*. "./!- %#*!0%" 8#$%$5!
(;%" 9#*&#2-.4#3% 50-60 &#*7#*# &)3#.4", &#0% $#.(!*.4# 63%$#(
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&+%$(!4#. $.9.$+ &:;.-!4% #&4.4!*, #&%" &%5!5% 5!(&!'%
'2%$0%" 9#(#5%(2%" 9#&. "#'2%$0.!4%" &1>.4$%(#* 9#&."2-##.
00:04:50 – 00:05:06
8)/',% 9).):"/% - 8#$%!$5! >.2!-(;! "62#(#"62# $#.(!*.4%"
&#*7#*!4%#. !" (#&.8%(!4)-% #2'.&.4%-% $#&(!*#( 9#&:-!#,
5.9" )/)A(!4# (# <!(!4%#*.
00:05:07 – 00:05:49
!"$#!% - !" >2!-#/!$% "#&'$!(%# 9$%9.-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%"
&!-2 -.'%", &3!*!4-.4#5! 6(!4#. >2!-#5! :2%$#(;%$!4)-%, 254
&-*. -#$#( 3!/#"!4)-% 18.5 8&-5! 95%" (#9!4%" '!*(!$3% 2015
1-%" .7'.&4!$3% <%*)$&# "#&3!*!4-. 8.&,#*%# "%*.=%($.&
9#%&#$@2#.
#& &.*#82!05! )*(# #3!*(!
9 6%(%
3 "#'$#*",.$'. 82#*:%
76 "1.$8)06# &%-%.
6!-3!8$)-!4%" &%6!(2%0 &3!*!4-.4# 30 02!3% )*(#
(#"$)-!4)-%>.. $.9.$+ 6!(#20 '!$%'.$%#5! @!$ &6.-.(
72#-;.$;%" (#,$!"2%0% "#&)3#.!4% &%&(%*#$!.4", 95%"
(#"$)-!4%" 2#(# 8% &#%"3% #&.%1)$#.
00:05:51 – 00:06:12
$!".6)8% - &#" 3!&(!9 $#+ "./!- %#*!'3% 72%3%" 8#$%!$5!
"#'2%$0.!4% (#%'2%$0!4%#*, 60 8%-.&!'$" 9#%2-%#* (# &#0%
4.-. 9#<!$!4# #$%" #7. %"%*% #7 '2%$0%"9#* '#2%")/-(!4%#*.
3!&(!9 )82! 72%3#-;.$;" <%*)$% "#&3!*!4-. 8.&,#*%# "%*.=%($.
"#&'$!(%#-9$%9.-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &3!*!4-.4%"02%"
%>!*!4".
00:06:17 – 00:06:44
!"#$!% - <%*)$% 8.&,#*%%" "#7#$02!-.3% "#7&%#*.4%" ,!$%.(3%
&6.-.( &:;.-!4% #$ (#5#$#-!4)-#*, #$"!4)-% !$0#(!$0%
(#;2!2#. „"%*.=%($."“ "#7#$02!-.3% 3!&."2-# 8#$9#0 #6".20
,$./8#23%$!43%. -#2$!*'% #-#*%# 92%>2!4#, $.& 8.&,#*%#"# (#
(#"#7&!4)-!4" 3.$%" (#,%$%",%$!4# ,%$2!-%2! ,$.!7'5!,
7.4)-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &3!*!4-.4%" ($.", 2010 1!-"
(#%1>.. (#"#7&!4)-0# )/-!4#(#&+2!-% #&4.4", $.& #& "#6%"
(#$;2!2!4" "62# .4%!7'!45!+ "%"'!&#')$% 6#"%#0% =7.*(#.
00:06:45 –00:07:24
,)1/".!% ),).%) - $)#)/01",+$ !/).$;+/!%$) 6) *3"2%$ ('&)70)
;/+87)1&%/%$ 0)1(<6+()/"- 7.4)-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%"
&3*!4-.4#5! ,%$2!-% 9#/%+2# &#0 1#&.%1>!", 2%*+ 4!'.*%" /%-!4"
#"6#2(#, 2%* &)3#.4(*!* 3!();!4#5!. 3!&(!9 %>. 72%36!0%. $#+ %7
&.2>!2% %9%2! %>. 62%36!03%. /#7'%)$#( !" 6#-6% #$ +*.4(#
3$.&%" 8#*.*&(!4-.4#". 8.&,#*%# "%*.=%($. #$ "+*.4(#
8.*"'%')+%#" (# "#7#$02!-." #$+!$0 8#*.*". =7.*(#0 "#8)'#$%
8#*.*&(!4-.4#. !1. 3%*#9#*#1!"%.
00:07:25- 00:07:42
!"#$!% - 7.4)-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &3!*!4-.4%" 3!&(!9 %>.
2014 1-%" &#$'3% &)*%+%,#-)$% 9#*2%0#$!4%" /.*(%" ,$.!7'%04%-%"%- $)"0#2%" &#9%"'$#-%" ,%$2!-% (# &!"#&! -.'%"
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&3!*!4-.4%" (##6-.!4%0 89 &-*. -#$%" ;%$!4)-!4%" '!*(!$%"
&.9!4#.
00:07:42 – 00:08:08
,)1/".!% ),).)% - $)#)/01",+$ !/).$;+/!%$) 6) *3"2%$ ('&)70)
;/+87)1&%/%$ 0)1(<6+()/" - %9%2! 6#-6%, %9%2! &!*!@&!*'%
(#/):*(#. ,%$2!-%2! (;!" 1#$&.%32# 8.*/-%7'% (#"#7&!4)-(#
(# (#"#7&!4)-" 3.$%". 5#$5!%&%>' 9#%6"*# &3!*!4-.4#, &#9$#&
<#02#-!0 $.& 9#(&.%'#*!" $#+ 6(!4.(# 7.4)-!0"# (#
72%36!03%. <%*!-% (#&"#7&!4!-% 3!)$#+6>./#" #>!*!4(#
(#"#7&!4)-". "#7#$02!-." &.7#-#7!".
00:08:09 – 00:08:56
!"#$!% - #& .4%!7'5!+ &"9#2"% (#$;2!2!4% (#/%7"$%(# (#
,$.!7'%" (#"#"$)-" 3!&"$)!4!-&# .$9#*%5#+%#& (#&82!0" 95#
6#$2!5!4%0 <##4#$#. &%)6!(#2( (#(!4)-% ,%$.4%"# $.&
6#$2!5!4" 9#&.#"1.$!4(*!* $)0#2%" &#9%"'$#-% /)*7+%.*%$!4#"
(;!"#+ #&#2! 6#$2!5!4%0 9#*#9$:.4".
"#7#$02!-.3% "#7&%#*.4%" 5 1-%" &#*:%-5! 9#&.2-!*%-%
(#$;2!2!4%", (#"#7&!4)-0# #$#!$0% 9#/%+2%" 3!&(!9, 2015 1-%"
.7'.&4!$3% "%*.=%($. 8%(!2 !$0, "#&'$!(%# 9$9.-!0%"
3!&.2-%0% 95%" '!*(!$" %9!4".
9#$(# "#7#$02!-." ,$./8#23%$!4%"# 2013-2017 1-!4%"
9#*&#2-.4#3% 8.&,#*%%" "#7#&%#*.4#" „#6#-9#5$(# #(2.8#'!4%+“
"1#2-.4!*.
00:08:87 – 00:09:90
)/9%, 7)%7)4%&1%,% - „)5),*)3/6) )61+7)!"2%$“ 5",(-=1).",% /#'7%)$#( 9#&.2%06.2!0 >2!-# (.8)&!*'%, $.&-!%+ 8.&,#*%#
"%*.=%($."0#* (#8#23%$!4%0 #$"!4.4" "#6!-&1%/. )1>!4!43%.
.$9#*%5#+%# &%2%(# (#"82*#&(!, $.& 8.&,#*%# "%*.=%($."
"#7&%#*.4# "#7#$02!-.3% 8#*.*9#$!3!#. &%" &%!$ 3!"$)-!4)-%
+#-8!)-% %*/$#"'$)7')$)-% ,$.!7'!4% #$%" 9#)&A2%$2#-!.
#(9%-% #72" "#6!-&1%/. "'$)7')$!40#* %"!0% "#6%" 9#$%9!4!4",
$.&-!4%+ "#2#$#)(. 8.$)/+%)- *%3*!4" '.2!4".
00:09:93 – 00:10:04
!"#$!% - .$9#*%5#+%%" 8%(!2 !$0 #*9#$%33% #7+!*'% "#&'$!(%#
9$%9.-!0%" "##2'.&.4%-. 95%" &!.$! -.'%" &3!*!4-.4%"
,$.!7'3% 9#*6.$+%!-!4)- +2-%-!4!45! 8!0(!4#. 82-!2#3%%
#;*%3*)-%#, $.& $#(9#* #& 95%" 8.*8$!')-% &.*#82!0% A#.45!
9#(%.(#, 0#2(#,%$2!-#( ,$.!7'3% 9#*"#5;2$)-% %>. 72%"
6%&%*@!4%" #3!*!4#, 0)&+# 3!&(9.& 6%&%*@!4% )/$. %#/%
"#3)#-!4%0 /%0%-!4%0 <#*#+2-(#. 95!4%" %*?%*!$%, (#2%0
4)$()-#:! 92%6"*%", $.& !" "1.$% 9#(#1>2!'%!4# #$ %>. (# !"
*#4%@% 95%" 6#$%"65! )#$>./%0#( #%"#6!4#.
00:10:05 – 00:10:56
6)1%0 2'/6',)-" - !"#.%7'/% '.%1"/$%!"!%$ ;/+8"$+/%.
*3"2%$ (&"."2,+2%$ %.>%."/% - &! 2/%7$.4 $.& 8.*8$!')-#( %&
,%$.4!4%"02%", $.&-!%+ <2!* 92#72" "#&'$!(%#-9$%9.-!0%" #&
&.*#82!05!, &#%*+ #$#"1.$% 9#(#1>2!'%-!4# %>. !". ,%$2!-#(
,$.!7'3% "#)4#$% %>. ;.$;.2#*, 72%" 6%&%*@!4%" &.1>.4#5!, !"
#$%" )'>)#$% 6!$6% $.&!-%+ 100%-%#* (#)>.2*!4-%" 3!(!9"
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&.92+!&(#. /%0%-!4%" 6!$6% #$%" $.+# %1.2" 9$%*'3% #$"!4)5!(&!'" 1>#-" (# 5!(#,%$5! #&.#72". &#9$#& #& $!9%.*3% !"
&.1.(!4)-% 1>#-% &.(%" /#7'%)$#( )1>2!'#( (# !" 3!(!9"
:#-%#* 92%#* 9#&.%$!4". 9#(#2!(%0 %#/%#* 6!$65!, $.&!-&#+ #$
9##&#$0-#. @!$-@!$.4%0 3!(!9% #$ 92#72".
00:10:59 –00:11:33
!"#$!% - 95!4%" &3!*!4-.4%" ,$.+!"3% 9#&.2-!*%- '!7*%8)$
(#$;2!2!40#* !$0#(, 9#$!&.5! &%>!*!4)- 5#$#-" %02-%#*
9#$!&."(#+2%0% 5!(#&6!(2!-.4%" (!,#$'#&!*'3%. &0#2#$%
"#6!-&1%/. %*",!'.$% 92%>2!4# $.& "%*.=%($." 1%*##;&(!9
3!(9!*%-%# 40-5! &!'% "#&#$0#-(#$2!2%" .7&%. (#$;2!2!4%
&$#2#-% "#6%"##: #*9#$%3!4%" 1#$&.)(9!*-.4#, %*!$')-%
&#"#-%" )8#*.*.( &.,.2!4#, 1%#;%"!)-%" &.,.2!4%" #(9%-!4%"
$!8)-'%2#+%%" 3!)"$)-!4-.4# (# "62#. #&#"0#* 9#&.2-!*%-%#
20-&(! "%"6-%""#&#$0-%" (#$;2!2%" /#7'%+. *!-% 8.$8.'#:!"
#&4.4" $.& &%)6!(#2#( "#*7+%4!4%"#, >2!-# "#&3!*!4-. .4%!7'5!
(#$;2!2!4% &!.$(!4.(#.
00:11:35- 00:12:14
.",% 7+/7+!)-" - *)/"(+$6)41%0% 3"6)(5"61",+2%$
6";)/!)(".!%$ '8/+$%$ (+)6*%,". (0)1)/% $)5",(:%8+
%.$;"#!+/%- @#$%&# >2!-# (#$;2!2#0#* (#8#23%$!4%0 3!%:-!4#
%>." 2 &%-%.* -#$#&(!. 3!%:-!4# !$00%(#%9%2! #(9%-#" #$
&!.$(!4.(#, 0)&+# !$0*#%$% (#$;2!2!4% %>. "62#(#"62#
#(9%-#". %"!0% '%,%" 8.&,#*%#, $.&!-%+ 9#$!&."(#+2%" 8)06%0
3!&<*!)-%# #"! 2'72#0 +)( 7+!2#3%, $#&(!*#( &%5#*3!1.*%-%#
#"!0&# 8.&,#*%!4&# $.& 9#%&#$@2.* '!*(!$3%. 0) <2!* #$
3!2+2-%0 &.7&!( 8#*.*&(!4-.4#", 0) '!*(!$3% 9#&#$@2!4%"
,%$.4!4% %7*!4# "62# (# #$# 9#$!&."(#+2%" "#8%06!4%, +6#(%#
8.&,#*%# >.2!-02%" 9#%&#$@2!4", #$#&#$'. "%*.=%($. #$#&!(
"62#. 0) &#" #72" #"! 2'72#0 +)(% 1#$")-%, $#;#+# '%,%"
6!-%"3!&3-!-% ,%$.4!4% )*(# #$"!4.4(!".
00:12:16 – 00:12:26
!"#$!% - #6#-9#5$(# #(2.8#'!4% #&4.4!*, $.& "%*.=%($."
"#7#$02!-.3% "#7&%#*.4#" 9#(#=>2# "##2'.&.4%-. 95!4%"
(!,#$'#&!*'%" (# %*/$#"'$)7')$%" "#&%*%"'$." >./%-%
6!-&:;2#*!-.4#.
00:12:28 – 00:13:17
)/9%, 7)%7)4%&1%,% - „)5),*)3/6) )61+7)!"2%$“ 5",(-=1).",% &%*%"'$% #-#2%:! "1.$!( "%*.=%($." "8#*(#-&# 3!%1%$# (# %"
3!+2#-# &&#$02!-% ,.-%'%8)$% ,#$'%%" 0#2&@(.&#$!"0#*
*(.4%0 (##6-.!4)-&# &'#2$.4%" #(&%*%"'$#+%%" >./%-&#
6!-&:;2#*!-&# &#%# +7%'%32%-&#, $.&!-&#+ ,%$2!-%2!
9#(#1>2!'%-!4# &%%;. (# 9##0#2%")/-# 95!4%" "#6!-&1%/.
(!,#$'#&!*'%" 6!-&:;2#*!-%. !" ,.-%8)$% 9#(#1>2!'%-!4!4% (#
,.-%'%8)$% "2-# &%)0%0!4", $.& #& "#8%06%" &*32*!-.4#5! (#
%&#5!, $.& /%*#*")$%, "#&#$0-!4$%2% (# "#2#$#)(.
8.$)/+%)-% *%3*!4% #& "#8%060#* (#8#23%$!4%0 #$"!4.4(# (#
<2!* 2#9$:!-!40 #& &%&#$0)-!4%0 >)$#(;!4%" &%7+!2#".
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00:13:19 – 00:13:37
!"#$!% - "##2'.&.4%-. 95!4%" (!,#$'#&!*'"# (# <%*)$ 8.&,#*%#"
3.$%" #$"!4)- 0#*#&3$.&-.4#5! 6&#)$% #&%0 #$ #&.1)$)-#.
9%.$9% "!0)$%:%" &.#(9%-!!4&# &#;#- 0#*#&(!4.45! %&
)+6.)$ "#&3!*!4-. 8.&,#*%!43% 9#(#%*#+2-!", $.&-!4&#+
9#&.+6#(!4)-% '!*(!$!43% &#0% 8.&%%" 1!2$.4%" ,!$%.(3%
9#%&#$@2!".
00:13:38 – 00:14:19
*/)8%7): 5#5# "%&.*%# - "##2'.&.4%-. 95!4%" (!,#$'#&!*'%"
6!-&5$2#*!-%" &.#(9%-%" '#*#&(!4.4%" (#'.2!4%" 3!&(!9
SINOHYDRO Corporation Limited-3% #9$:!-!4" "#7&%#*.4#".
%$#8-% 6!$9%#*% - Doha consultin engineers Co Ltd- #$%" (#"#7&!4)-%.
#;*%3*)-% 8.&,#*%# 5!(#&6!(2!-.4#" )1!2" 04%-%"%-$)"0#2%",
7.4)-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" (# "#7#$02!-." 10 3%(# (#
&!.$#(% 95%" "#$!8.*"'$)7+%. "#&)3#.!4" #6.$+%!-4!", &#0
3.$%" 5!(#&6!(2!-.4#" )1!2" "%*.=%($." "#7&%#*.4#"#+.
5#5# "%&.*%# (# %$#8-% 6!$9%#*%- .$%2! 0#2%" ($.5! %&
"#8.*8)$". 8.&%"%%" 1!2$% %>. $.&-%" 9#(#1>2!'%-!4%0#+
&%-%.*%#*% '!*(!$!4% <%*)$&# "#&3!*!4-. 8.&,#*%#& &.%9..
9%2% <.<%# - "#7%#*.4#" #9$:!-!4" 0)$7)- 8.&,#*%#"% „POLAT YOL &
MAPA-“3%, !" 8.&,#*%# 4#0)&%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &3!*!4-.4#"
#6.$+%!-!4".
00:14:20 – 00:14:35
!"#$!% - >./%- &.6!-!!4"# (# 8.&,#*%!4" 3.$%" #"!0% 8#23%$!4%
"#2#$#)(. 8.$)/+%)- *%3*!45! &%)0%0!4" "#!$0#3.$%".
9#&A2%$2#-.4# "#7#$02!-." &82-!2#$", $.&!-%+ „"#@#$.
(#1!"!4)-!4!43% %*'!$!"0# 3!)0#2"!4-.4%"# (# 8.$)/+%%"
3!"#6!4“ 8#*.*%" (#$;2!2#5! "#)4$.4".
00:14:36 - 00:14:54
,)&) $".)&1%,% - $)"/0)&+/%$+ *)(?1%/1),+2) $)#)/01",+$
'8/+$% ).),%!%7+$% - $%"8% >.2!-02%" &#;#-%#, $.+# #&
$#.(!*.4%0 &#;#-<%*."*!4%" 9#(%*!4# 6(!4# 8!$:. "!7'.$3%, %&
8.&,#*%!43% $.&-!4&#+ %& '!*(!$!43% 9#%&#$@2!", $.&-!4%+
9#&.+6#(!4)-% %>. 3!&>%(2!-% .$9#*%5#+%%" &%!$, $.&-!43%+
%"%*% "#8&#.( &#;#- 0#*#&(!4.4!" %8#2!4(*!*, 3!"#:-.# &#0
&#$0-#+ 9#&.!>!*!4%*#0 "#8)0#$% 0#*#&(!4.4!4%.
00:14:56 – 00:15:39
!"#$!% - &%*%"'$%"# (# ,#")6%"&9!4!-% ,%$!4%" +2-%-!4%" 3!&(!9
$.9.$%# &0#2$.4%" 9!9&#, (#%1>. 0) #$# &.82-!2# "#2#$#)(.
8.$)/+%)-% *%3*!45! (# 9##9$:!-(!4# 0) #$# <%*)$
8.&,#*%#"0#* &)3#.4#", #&%" 9#"#$82!2#( <2!* %*/$#"'$)7')$%"
"#&%*"%'$." (# "#95#. (!,#$'#&!*'"#+ (#2)8#23%$(%0.
.$82%$%#*% 8.&)*%8#+%%" 3!&(!9 "##2'.&.4%-. 95!4%"
(!,#$'#&!*'3% 8.&!*'#$5! )#$% 92%06$!". &.92%*!4%0 #&
"#8%065! <2!* $!9%.*)-% 9#*2%0#$!4%"# (# %*/$#"'$)7')$%"
&%*%"'$%" <#1!$# &#%*+ 3!2:!-%0, $.&!-&#+ 92%06$# $.& #&
8.&,*%#"0#* (#8#23%$4%0 ?)$*#-%"'!4% "#8%06%"
($#&#'%5%$!4#" #6(!*!*.
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00:15:39 – 00:16:02
()%) 4#%!%&1%,% - /"*%+.',% *).1%0)/"2%$) 6)
%.8/)$!/'#!'/%$ (%.%$!/% - "%*.=%($. #$%" 8.*'$#7'.$%,
$.&!-"#+ #72" <#&.$<!*# "#&'$!(%#-9$%9.-!0%" 3!&.2-%0
95#5! 2"#)4$.40 #6-#, 0)&+# %&#2! 8.&,#*%#& 7.4)-!0%"
3!&.2-%0% 95# "#8&#.( 8#$9#( (##"$)-#. #"! $.& %&!(% 92#7",
$.& <2!*% (#6&#$!4%0, 8.&,#*%#" 3!"1!2" )*#$% (# 3!!:-!4#
,$.!7'!4% (##&0#2$.". #"! $.& #& 3!&062!2#3%, #& "#8%06%"
($#&#'%5!4#" #$ &.2#6(!*(%.
00:16:04 -00:16:23
!"#$!% - $!,.$'#?3% $!",.(!*'!4% "%*.=%($." #$#!$0
(#$2!2#5! "#)4$.4!*. #& 4$#-(!4!45! ,#")6!4%" &%"#;!4#(, <2!*
<%*)$ 8.&,#*%#" (#2)8#23%$(%0. &#0 $#&(!*%&! 0#*#&3$.&-!0#*
82%$!4%" 9#*&#2-.4#3% "#'!-!/.*. "#)4$%" (# ,%$#(% 3!62!($%"
3!&(!9, "#4.-..( %*'!$2%)5! &#%*+ )#$% 92%06$!" (# <2!*%
$!",.(!*'!4%" 4$#-(!4!4%+ ,#")69#)+!&!-% (#$<#.
00:06:27 -00:16:37
!"#$!% - 8.&,#*%# "%*.=%($." &%!$ ,$.!7'%" 3!"$)-!4%"
,$.+!"3% 9#&.2-*%-% (#$;2!2!4% )+6. #$ #$%" &"./-%." "62#
72!>*!4%"02%", &#0 3.$%" "#7#$02!-." &!5.4-!4%"02%"#+.
00:16:38 – 00:17:13
!"#$!%
)8/%7%$ *).1%0)/"2%$ 2).7() 9%.'/% 7+(;).%) „$%.+@%6/+“
0)=,%0'/ *)/%*"2"2&% )(5%,) 6) „&)1 $%)&%“ &"%A1).).
6))6*%.6), /+( 9%.'/% 7+(;).%) 0)=,%0'/% *3%0 ;/+"#!%$
2%'<"!%$ 0).5"2$ %01%$"26). 7+(;).%$ ;/+2,"("2% )#1$ ("3+2",
$+(5"0&%4 $)6)4 9/6%,+-6)$)1,"0%$ ()*%$!/),$ )&"."2$.
$+(5"0%$ 5",%$'8,"2)( $%.+@%6/+$ :)/(+()6*".,"2%
)/)"/05", *))8/05%,) (&"."2,+2%$ 5)/%$50). 6)7)1&%/"2%0
6) *)$',% :,%$ 2+,+$, 5)/1"3"2%$ *)(+$:+/"2)(6", $)('&)+$
*)*/-","2) )'7/-),). $+(5"0%$ &"(6"* A%/*%3"0&%, *3"2%$
(&"."2",% '7).+.+ .)*)1$)A/","2%$ (+:A+2)&% 6))6).)&)',"$.
00:17:14 – 00:17:32
!"#$!% - $.(%" (#"$)-(!4# "#&'$!(%# - 9$%9.-!0%" 95%"
&!.$! -.'%" &3*!4-.4# (# 9##9$:!-!4 0) #$# <%*)$% 8.&,#*%#
"#7#$02!-." "#!$0#3.$%". '!*(!$!43% &.*#1%-!.4%" &%;!4#"
@!$ )+*.4%#. 0)&+# !$0% $#& )82! 9#+6#(!4)-%#, #& 95%"
<#4#$!4%" ($.& &%&(%*#$! 1-%" 3!&.(9.&%(#* 2019 1-#&(!
9#(#%*#+2-#.
00:17:34 – 00:17:50
!"#$!% - 3&#9% 9.9.-#:! $.&!-%+ <2!*% /%-&%" &.&5#(!4%"
,$.+!"3% "#&'$!(%#-9$%9.-!0%" 3!&.2-%0% 95%" &3!*!4-.4#5!
&)3#.4(#, /%-&%" (#"$)-!4#&(! "#&"#6)$%(#* 9##0#2%")/-!".

CAMERA OPERATOR:

Davit Jibuti

VIDEO EDITOR:

Nugzar Suaridze
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MUSIC RIGHTS:
(If applicable)

N/A
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